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mum and stroke-averaged geometric angle of attack, maximum wing rotation velocity, or even wingbeat frequency. We
employed a quasi-steady aerodynamic model to estimate the
effects of wing tip velocity and geometric angle of attack on lift
and drag. Lift forces were sensitive to variation in wing tip
velocity, whereas drag was sensitive to both variation in wing
tip velocity and angle of attack. Bees utilized kinematic patterns that did not maximize lift production but rather maintained lift-to-drag ratio. Thus, our data indicate that, at least
for honeybees, the overall time course of wing angles is generally preserved and modulation of wing tip velocity is sufﬁcient to perform a diverse set of vertical ﬂight behaviors.

Accepted 8/31/2014; Electronically Published 11/10/2014
Online enhancement: appendix ﬁgure.
Introduction
ABSTRACT
During hovering ﬂight, animals can increase the wing velocity
and therefore the net aerodynamic force per stroke by increasing wingbeat frequency, wing stroke amplitude, or both.
The magnitude and orientation of aerodynamic forces are also
inﬂuenced by the geometric angle of attack, timing of wing
rotation, wing contact, and pattern of deviation from the primary stroke plane. Most of the kinematic data available for
ﬂying animals are average values for wing stroke amplitude
and wingbeat frequency because these features are relatively
easy to measure, but it is frequently suggested that the more
subtle and difﬁcult-to-measure features of wing kinematics
can explain variation in force production for different ﬂight
behaviors. Here, we test this hypothesis with multicamera
high-speed recording and digitization of wing kinematics of
honeybees (Apis mellifera) hovering and ascending in air and
hovering in a hypodense gas (heliox: 21% O2, 79% He). Bees
employed low stroke amplitudes (86.77 5 7.97) and high
wingbeat frequencies (226.8 5 12.8 Hz) when hovering in air.
When ascending in air or hovering in heliox, bees increased
stroke amplitude by 30%–45%, which yielded a much higher
wing tip velocity relative to that during simple hovering in air.
Across the three ﬂight conditions, there were no statistical
differences in the amplitude of wing stroke deviation, mini-
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Many ﬂight-dependent behaviors of hovering animals require
substantial aerodynamic reserves beyond those baseline requirements for stationary hovering ﬂight. The high-frequency
wingbeats that allow for sustained hovering also contribute
to high maneuverability, rapid ascent, and load carriage in excess of body mass, such as during undertaking (transport and
disposal of dead hive mates) in honeybees, blood feeding in
mosquitoes, and prey carriage in cicada-hunting wasps. Studies of insects and hummingbirds ﬁlmed from single perspectives and at low sampling rates suggest that such aerodynamic reserves are realized at least in part by modulating
wingbeat frequency (n) and wing stroke amplitude (F; Dudley
1995; Altshuler and Dudley 2003; Lehmann 2004; Roberts et al.
2004; Vance et al. 2009; Dillon and Dudley 2014). These gross
kinematic parameters contribute to the angular and translational velocity of the wings (q and Ut, respectively) and lift produced via delayed stall (Ellington 1984b; Dickinson et al. 1999;
Sane and Dickinson 2002; Sane 2003). Other kinematic mechanisms are known to affect aerodynamic forces, such as angle of
attack, the timing and velocity of wing rotation, and “clap and
ﬂing” (Sane 2003); however, these mechanisms have not been
observed in insects as a strategy to augment aerodynamic output during simple, bilaterally symmetric ﬂight behaviors, such
as ascending or hovering in hypodense atmospheres.
Aerodynamic forces scale in proportion to the square of
wing velocity, and hovering species modulate wingbeat frequency and/or stroke amplitude to increase angular and translational velocity and increase forces during hovering ﬂight.
For example, hummingbirds (Archilochus colubris) and carpenter bees (Xylocopa varipuncta) increase both stroke amplitude and wingbeat frequency during load lifting or maximal
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hovering ﬂight in hypodense gas (Chai and Dudley 1996; Chai
1997; Altshuler and Dudley 2003; Roberts et al. 2004). Orchid
bees (Apidae: Euglossini) hold wingbeat frequency constant
but increase stroke amplitude by 30%–45% during maximal
hovering ﬂight in hypodense gas (Dudley 1995). During tethered ﬂight, fruit ﬂies (Drosophila melanogaster) increase total
ﬂight force by increasing both stroke amplitude and wingbeat
frequency; however, as Drosophila approach their ceiling of
muscle power output, further increases in stroke amplitude
and wing tip velocity are accomplished only with a concomitant decrease in stroke frequency (Lehmann and Dickinson
1997). Mature honeybees (Apis mellifera) of the foraging caste,
like orchid bees, maintain wingbeat frequency while increasing stroke amplitude during maximal hovering ﬂight in hypodense gas (Vance et al. 2009). However, like Drosophila (Lehmann and Dickinson 1997), immature bees and very old
honeybees are unable to maintain wingbeat frequency while
increasing stroke amplitude, which ultimately impairs their
maximal hovering capacity (Vance et al. 2009).
Beyond modulating stroke amplitude and wingbeat frequency, insects possess a broad suite of kinematic mechanisms
to vary aerodynamic force production, several of which are
observed during turning maneuvers. For example, fruit ﬂies use
transient, bilateral asymmetries in stroke amplitude, stroke
plane angle (Fry et al. 2003), and angle of attack (Ristoph et al.
2010) to perform yaw turns (saccades) and correct for yawaxis perturbations during free ﬂight. Dragonﬂies also vary
wing angle of attack to perform more complex roll and yaw
turns (Alexander 1986). Dynamically scaled modeling has
further demonstrated that the timing and velocity of wing
rotation during the stroke reversal affect rotational lift production (Sane 2003). These aerodynamic mechanisms are interesting for the case of honeybees, which rely on signiﬁcant
wing rotation and wing wake interactions during hovering
ﬂight (Altshuler et al. 2005). If present, variation in wing rotation would provide insight into how some bees are able to
augment aerodynamic force to accommodate moderate pollen loads while holding stroke amplitude and wingbeat frequency constant (Feuerbacher et al. 2003). Aerodynamic force
production may also beneﬁt from clap and ﬂing, where wing
contact and the following stroke reversal promote the formation of a leading-edge vortex early in the wing stroke
(Ellington 1999; Lehmann et al. 2005). Clap and ﬂing is observed in a variety of ﬂiers and has been successfully leveraged
by ﬂapping-wing microaerial vehicles (Zdunich et al. 2007);
however, the use of clap and ﬂing as a transient mechanism to
augment lift on demand has not been well characterized in
insects.
Although aerodynamic forces may be affected by several
kinematic strategies, it is unknown whether honeybees or
other insects vary multiple kinematic parameters besides wingbeat frequency and stroke amplitude to augment lift during
hovering and ascending ﬂight. The purpose of this study was
to investigate the kinematics used by honeybees under the
aerodynamic challenges of ascending ﬂight in air and hovering ﬂight in hypodense atmospheres as compared to hover-
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ing ﬂight in air. We were particularly interested in whether
varying angle of attack made a substantial contribution similar to that of modulating wing tip velocity. This was accomplished using three-dimensional high-speed video analysis of
bees hovering and ascending in normal air and hovering in
hypodense heliox gas. Using stereotyped honeybee hovering kinematics (Altshuler et al. 2005), we employed a quasisteady aerodynamic model to examine the aerodynamic consequences of varying wing tip velocity and angle of attack
across a range that overlapped with the observed kinematics. These results were then compared to the aerodynamic
forces estimated from the observed kinematics of individual
bees to evaluate whether bees augment aerodynamic output
using kinematic strategies that favor optimal lift production
or economize between the production of lift and drag.
Material and Methods
Collection and Filming of Bees
European honeybees (Apis mellifera) were collected as they
exited a hive at the University of Nevada–Las Vegas campus
apiary and were immediately transferred to an 8-L transparent
acrylic ﬂight chamber in an adjacent laboratory. The temperature in the ﬂight chamber was held constant at 307C for
all measurements. A sucrose solution and pollen grains were
placed on a pedestal centrally located within the ﬂight chamber, which provided the honeybees with sustenance and
created a focal target for video recording. Three high-speed
video cameras, oriented orthogonally to each other, recorded
honeybee ﬂight at either 6,000 frames per second (Photron
Ultima APX, San Diego, CA; 512 # 512 pixel resolution)
or 6,006 frames per second (Vision Research Phantom v5.1,
Wayne, NJ; 400 # 400 pixel resolution). One to three bees
occupied the ﬂight chamber during any given collection run,
but only one bee was in ﬂight during any recorded trial. Bees
were monitored until an acceptable ﬂight sequence (e.g., a bee
in focus in all three cameras) was recorded, the bees demonstrated lethargy, and/or 30 min elapsed.

Flight Conditions
To assess how bees modulate kinematics and aerodynamic
force production during simple vertical modes of ﬂight, we
ﬁlmed bees during hovering (N p 5; mass p 115.9 5 29.6 mg)
and ascending (N p 9; 120.4 5 21.2 mg) ﬂight in normal air
and during hovering in pure heliox (N p 4; 119.8 5 31.0 mg).
Normoxic heliox (21% O2/79% He) has a low air density
(0.41 kg m23), one-third that of normal air (21% O2/79% N2;
1.21 kg m23). Hovering in heliox requires the same vertical
force as hovering in air but requires greater sustained power
output from the ﬂight muscles (Dudley 1995), whereas ascending ﬂight requires greater vertical force during acceleration and greater power than hovering. The heliox was mixed
using calibrated bimetal thermoactuated valves (Tylan FC460; San Diego, CA), metered by an electronic ﬂow controller
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(Sable Systems MFC-4; Las Vegas, NV), and maintained at a
total ﬂow rate of 1 L min21 throughout the trial.
Video Processing and Kinematic Analysis
Digital video recordings were processed and analyzed using
methods described by Altshuler et al. (2005). Flight sequences
were analyzed as individual bitmap images using custom software (Fry et al. 2003) written in Matlab (Mathworks, Natick,
MA). Prior to the analysis of each trial, the focal volume was
calibrated using anatomical landmarks on the bee that were
visible from all three cameras. The kinematic analysis of each
trial utilized six landmarks that were digitized using at least
two camera views (ﬁg. 1): head, tip of abdomen, left and right
wing hinges, and left and right wing tips. To determine the
geometric angle of attack (a), we superimposed a wire frame
wing image over the bee wing in all camera views and rotated
the wire frame about the long axis (wing hinge to wing tip)
until optimal overlap was achieved, emphasizing the distal half
of the wing, where translational velocity is highest. A cubic
spline was used to smooth the landmark position data, followed
by a frame-by-frame veriﬁcation of adherence to the video record. From these landmarks, we determined the time histories
of the following kinematic variables (as deﬁned by Ellington
1984a) during each frame of the recorded ﬂight sequence: body
angle (x), wing position angle (f) within the stroke plane, wing
deviation angle (v) from the stroke plane, translational velocity
of the wing tip (Ut; calculated from f, v, and R), geometric angle of attack (a), and wing rotational velocity (a;
_ calculated as
rate of change of a). The following kinematic variables were

Figure 1. A, Body landmarks (head, abdomen, wing hinges, and wing
tips) used to calculate ﬂight kinematics: body angle (x), wing position
angle (f) within the stroke plane (dashed line), wing deviation angle (v;
dotted line) from the stroke plane (red line), geometric angle of attack
(a), and absolute stroke plane (b). Body landmarks were digitized from
front (B), side (C), and top (D) camera views; the bee is facing the
reader in the front (B) camera view. Right (red) and left (yellow) wing
wire frames are superimposed over the wings to determine geometric
angle of attack. The methods illustrated in B–D depict the threedimensional model honeybee that was used to calculate digitizing error
(see app. A).

calculated across individual wing strokes: absolute stroke plane
(b), body-relative stroke plane angle (br), and wingbeat frequency (n). Ten to 14 complete wingbeat cycles from each bee
were analyzed to determined minimum, maximum, or strokeaveraged values for these kinematic parameters. Advance ratio
and vertical velocity were used to characterize hovering and
ascending ﬂight behaviors. Advance ratio was calculated as the
quotient of average velocity and average wing tip velocity.
Average vertical velocity was determined from the quotient of
vertical displacement and duration of the ﬂight sequence. Calculations of vertical acceleration were made difﬁcult by the
very low time increment resulting from the high-speed video
record and short duration of the ﬂight sequences. Efforts to
ﬁlter, decimate, or curve ﬁt the position data did not produce
reliable vertical acceleration estimates; thus, we do not present
these data.

Aerodynamic Analysis
Our previous research employed dynamically scaled and quasisteady aerodynamic models to determine how varying stroke
amplitude and wing tip velocity affected aerodynamic force
production (Altshuler et al. 2005); however, we did not investigate whether honeybees modulate geometric angle of attack or how such strategies might affect aerodynamic forces.
To compare the aerodynamic consequences of varying stroke
amplitude and geometric angle of attack, we created a series
of artiﬁcial time histories for wing position angle (f), wing
deviation angle (v), and geometric angle of attack (a), based on
the kinematic patterns extracted from the three ﬂight conditions
described above. The kinematic time histories of wing tip velocity were scaled such that stroke amplitude ranged from 707
to 1707 (ﬁg. 2A) at a ﬁxed wingbeat frequency (n p 220 Hz),
which adequately spanned the range of wing tip velocity observed in this study and is representative of the range in stroke
amplitude observed in several bee species (Dudley 1995; Roberts
et al. 2004; Vance et al. 2009), including the bees in this study
(F p 797∶1527). The time histories of geometric angle of attack
were scaled such that the stroke-averaged geometric angle of
attack ranged from 407 to 657 (ﬁg. 2A), signiﬁcantly beyond the
range of stroke-averaged geometric angle of attack we observed,
to determine whether bees capitalized on optimal patterns of
wing rotation. The time course of wing stroke deviation was
constant across trials, thus limiting our analysis to variation in
wing tip velocity (via stroke amplitude) and geometric angle of
attack. Using these modeled kinematics, wing parameters, and
steady state lift and drag coefﬁcients (CL and CD, respectively;
ﬁg. 2B) from Altshuler et al. (2005), we estimated translational
lift (L) and drag (D) forces via a quasi-steady model (Sane and
Dickinson 2002):
1
L(t) p r SjUt (t)j2 ^r22 CL ½aaero (t);
2
1
D(t) p r SjUt (t)j2 ^r22 CD ½aaero (t);
2
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sition and wing deviation angle. We then estimated the translational forces resulting from each bee’s actual kinematics to
evaluate where individual kinematic strategies fell along the
continuum of wing tip velocity and stroke-averaged geometric
angle of attack tested in our model, as described above. We were
speciﬁcally interested in whether bees’ kinematic strategies reveal any prioritization toward maximizing lift at the expense of
drag or maximizing the ratio of lift to drag when modulating
aerodynamic forces. Stroke-averaged aerodynamic forces were
calculated from the instantaneous aerodynamic forces during
the course of each wing stroke and were reported for both the
aerodynamic model and the individual bee force estimates.
Results

Figure 2. A, Artiﬁcial kinematics used for the aerodynamic model
were created by scaling the time history of wing stroke position (f)
and geometric angle of attack (a). The time history of wing stroke
deviation (v) was maintained. B, Aerodynamic coefﬁcients of lift (CL;
ﬁlled circles) and drag (CD; open circles), as a function of angle of
attack, were calculated from measurements of a model of the honeybee
wing revolving at a ﬁxed velocity in mineral oil at Re 970 (Altshuler
et al. 2005). Figure published in Vance et al. (2013).

where gas density, r, represented the density of air for all conditions; wing area, S (52.7 mm2), and second moment of area,
r22 (0.555), were calculated from morphological measurements
averaged across the bees tested; and aerodynamic angle of attack, aaero, was calculated from the geometric angle of attack and
the vector of wing translation, determined by wing stroke po-

While hovering in air and heliox, honeybees maintained a
vertical velocity less than 1 cm s21, whereas bees ﬁlmed during
ascension moved upward at approximately 33 cm s21, averaged across the duration of the ﬂight sequence. Although we
were unable to reliably calculate acceleration over the short
distance of each ﬂight sequence, ascending bees would require
appreciable acceleration to achieve such high average velocities over the short vertical distance available within the ﬂight
chamber. The kinematics of honeybee hovering and ascending ﬂight are characterized by high-frequency wing strokes
(n p 228.6 5 17.8 Hz) that are dorsally biased with respect to
the wing hinges (ﬁg. 3). Simple hovering ﬂight in air was accomplished with low stroke amplitude, F (86.77 5 7.97), which
increased by 30% during ascending ﬂight and by 47% during
hovering ﬂight in heliox. These changes resulted from increases
in both dorsal and ventral excursion (table 1; ﬁgs. 3, 4). The
wingbeat frequency did not vary among conditions (table 2).
Bees employed a planar downstroke that is nearly horizontal
and a U-shaped upstroke (ﬁg. 5). Although the amplitude of the
deviation from the stroke plane, V, was greater during the
upstroke than the downstroke, there were no differences across
the three ﬂight conditions. Geometric angle of attack averaged
across the wing stroke (aavg) was greater during the upstroke
than the downstroke for all bees (table 3). However, again there
were no signiﬁcant differences in the stroke-averaged or minimum geometric angle of attack (which occurs near midstroke)
across the three ﬂight conditions. Maximum wing rotation velocity, near the stroke reversal, was greater in magnitude and
delayed in phase at the end of the upstroke as compared to the
end of the downstroke; however, there were no differences in
wing rotation velocity or phase across the three ﬂight conditions
(table 3). There were also no signiﬁcant differences in body
angle (x) or absolute and body-relative stroke plane angles (b
and br, respectively) across the three conditions (table 2). Although three of the four bees hovering in heliox exhibited 55%
greater body angle than bees hovering in air, one bee hovered
with a very shallow body angle (287), which contributed to the
high standard deviation and nonsigniﬁcant trend in the heliox
group.
Ascending in normal air and hovering in pure heliox require greater aerodynamic power output compared to hov-
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Figure 3. Honeybees during hovering in air (A), ascending in air
(B), and hovering in heliox (C). Columns (from left to right) depict
ventral stroke reversal, dorsal stroke reversal, and body angle.

ering in normal air. However, despite the increased challenges,
the bees maintained the same body angle, stroke plane angle,
deviation, geometric angle of attack, and wingbeat frequency
across the three conditions. Thus, the only measured mechanism that they employed was modulation of the stroke am-

plitude, which in turn caused changes in wing tip velocity, Ut
(ﬁg. 4; table 3), a critical feature for aerodynamic force and
power. During ascending ﬂight, wing tip velocity was 26%
greater during the downstroke (air: Ut,down p 10.5 5 1.0 m s21;
ascending: Ut,down p 13.2 5 1.6 m s21) and 23% greater during
the upstroke (air: Ut,up p 10.8 5 1.5 m s21; ascending: Ut,up p
13.3 5 1.9 m s21) than bees hovering in air. Likewise, during
hovering in heliox, wing tip velocity was 47% greater during
the downstroke (Ut,down p 15.4 5 2.7 m s21) and 46% greater
during the upstroke (Ut,up p 15.8 5 2.5 m s21) than during
hovering in air.
In our aerodynamic model using the stereotyped kinematics (ﬁg. 2), stroke-averaged lift forces increased from 0.948 #
1023 to 3.905 # 1023 N across a range in wing tip velocity
equivalent to that which would result from a 1007 increase in
stroke amplitude (F p 707∶1707) with constant wingbeat
frequency (ﬁg. 6A). Variation in the time course of geometric
angle of attack had a minor effect on lift, with maximum lift
production resulting from a narrow range in stroke-average
geometric angle of attack, ranging from 54.57 to 567 across wing
tip velocity. As can be seen in the surface plot of ﬁgure 6B,
independently increasing just wing tip velocity at low angles
of attack or increasing geometric angle of attack at low wing
tip velocities produced only moderate effects on drag forces
(ﬁg. 6B). However, the combination of increasing both wing tip
velocity and geometric angle of attack had a substantial inﬂuence on drag force. Based on this relationship, lift-to-drag
ratio (L∶D) has a strong, inversely proportional relationship to
geometric angle of attack. At shallow geometric angles of attack,

Table 1: Kinematic values during hovering and ascending in air and hovering in heliox
Hovering (5)
n (Hz)
F (7)
fmean (7)
V (7)
amin (7)
aavg (7)
Ut (m s21)
a_ (rad s21)
Phase (7)
x (7)
b (7)
br (7)
Re
Vvert (m s21)
AR
L (1023 N)
D (1023 N)
L∶D

226.8
86.7
36.4
11.8
25.3
46.1
10.7
2,555
1.5
39.6
23.4
44.5
1,163
.005
.030
1.41
1.11
1.27

5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

12.8
7.9
2.8
6.7
6.2
.5
1.2
157
2.2
3.7
4.9
2.8
98
.042
.010
.25
.18
.08

Ascending (9)
218.3
115.0
41.8
9.5
27.0
45.1
13.2
2,502
.8
44.8
2.8
46.0
1,477
.328
.050
2.18
1.66
1.31

5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

24.0
14.3
3.4
4.8
4.4
2.8
1.7
387
2.2
5.4
3.1
5.3
159
.141
.016
.49
.34
.10

Heliox (4)
238.6
127.5
45.2
10.6
26.5
45.0
15.6
2,673
.1
53.3
2.7
50.4
1,793
.009
.018
3.27
2.51
1.29

5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

11.4
25.6
6.1
5.9
4.3
2.7
2.4
295
2.1
19.0
9.2
10.9
298
.087
.012
1.00
.64
.14

Note. Kinematic units are shown in parentheses after each parameter. Sample sizes for hovering and ascending in air and
hovering in heliox are shown in parentheses after each state. The Reynolds number (Re), advance ratio (AR), and lift-todrag ratio (L∶D) are dimensionless. Values were calculated by taking the treatment means 5 SD from individual means. See
table A1 for deﬁnitions of symbols.
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L∶D is high and gradually increases with wing tip velocity. This
observation seems counterintuitive, as wing tip velocity is a parameter shared by the calculations for both lift and drag. However, because the time course of wing stroke deviation does not
vary in our aerodynamic model, variation in wing tip velocity—
via stroke amplitude—inﬂuences the wing tip trajectory (see
ﬁg. 5, lateral view) and resulting aerodynamic angle of attack
for any given geometric angle of attack. As geometric angle of
attack increases, variation in wing tip velocity, and its subtle
inﬂuence on the wing tip trajectory and resulting aerodynamic
angle of attack, has less effect on L∶D.
For forces estimated from individual bees, lift and drag
predominately increased with wing tip velocity, as strokeaveraged geometric angle of attack varied across only a narrow
range. Forces estimated by the model during ascending ﬂight
were greater than during hovering in air (table 2); however,
L∶D was conserved between these two conditions. Forces
estimated from the kinematics used during hovering in heliox
reﬂect the density of air rather than heliox and were excluded
from the statistical analysis of aerodynamic variables (i.e.,
Reynolds number [Re], lift, drag, and L∶D). However, we included these data in table 1 and ﬁgure 6 to illustrate the extent by which kinematics variation observed across the three
ﬂight conditions might augment aerodynamic force. The increased stroke amplitude and wing tip velocity observed during ﬂight in heliox produced the greatest lift and drag forces
using our aerodynamic model, yet L∶D was comparable to
hovering and ascending in air.
Discussion
To meet the aerodynamic demands of ascending ﬂight in air
and hovering in heliox, honeybees modulate wing tip velocity
by increasing stroke amplitude while maintaining wingbeat
frequency. Based on other studies of insect ﬂight kinematics,
we sought to determine whether bees modulated other kinematic parameters, such as wing geometric angle of attack,
rotation velocity, and deviation. Within all ﬂight conditions
there were considerable differences in kinematic variables between the downstroke and the upstroke. Speciﬁcally, stroke
deviation was greater during the upstroke than the downstroke, whereas stroke-averaged geometric angle of attack was
greater during the downstroke than the upstroke. Peak wing
rotation velocity was greater during the dorsal stroke reversal—and its phase was delayed to the dorsal stroke reversal—
than during the ventral stroke reversal, where its phase was
advanced. However, none of these stroke-speciﬁc variables
differed across the three ﬂight conditions. Nonetheless, we

Figure 4. Mean kinematic patterns of wing stroke position (f),
deviation from the mean stroke plane (v), geometric angle of attack (a),
wing rotation velocity (a), and wing tip velocity (Ut) during hovering in

air (blue), ascending in air (green), and hovering in heliox (red). The
time course of the kinematic patterns is normalized to 100% of the
wingbeat cycle and averaged across all wingbeats per bee, per group.
The shaded regions indicate 5SE about the mean kinematic pattern
(solid line). The gray and white columns indicate the downstrokes and
upstrokes, respectively.
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Table 2: Results of one-way ANOVA for kinematic and
aerodynamic variables
Flight condition

n
F
fmean
x
b
br
Re
Vvert
AR
L
D
L∶D

F

P

1.54
8.10
5.73
2.31
1.45
.99
15.9
18.46
8.66
10.6
11.5
.53

.247
.004a
.014b
.133
.265
.395
.002
!.001c
.003c
.007
.005
.480

Note. One-way ANOVA (F1, 17) for all kinematic variables during hovering
and ascending in air and hovering in heliox. One-way ANOVA for aerodynamic variables (L, D, L∶D, and Re) during hovering and ascending in air
(F1, 13). Signiﬁcant differences are indicated by P value ! 0.05. Units are
provided in table 1 and deﬁnitions of symbols in table A1.
a
Tukey’s HSD: ascending and heliox 1 hovering.
b
Tukey’s HSD: heliox 1 hovering.
c
Tukey’s HSD: ascending 1 hovering and heliox.

observed variation in the time course of geometric angle of
attack and deviation angle (ﬁg. 4) that could potentially impact instantaneous and stroke-averaged lift and drag forces.
For the quasi-steady aerodynamic model, lift forces increased
considerably with wing tip velocity but did not vary with
geometric angle of attack across the range of values considered
(ﬁg. 6). Drag forces increased with both geometric angle of
attack and wing tip velocity. L∶D was greatly inﬂuenced by
geometric angle of attack but relatively invariant across wing
tip velocity. Because the honeybees maintained similar angles
of attack among individuals and across ﬂight treatments, L∶D
estimated by our model was conserved. These results suggest
that for vertical ﬂight performance, even though other kinematic strategies may augment lift at the expense of drag, bees
manipulate a reduced set of kinematic parameters that economizes their L∶D.
Several bee species, including honeybees, vary wingbeat frequency as an apparent thermoregulatory mechanism (Unwin
and Corbet 1984; Spangler and Buchmann 1991; Harrison
et al. 1996; Roberts and Harrison 1998; Borrell and Medeiros
2004); however, some Anthophorine species, such as Xylocopa
varipuncta and Centris pallida, modulate frequency to control aerodynamic power output (Roberts et al. 2004; Roberts
2005). Despite their ability to increase wingbeat frequency
inversely proportional to ambient temperature, the honeybees in this study, like their Bombus and Euglossine relatives
(Dudley 1995; Dillon and Dudley 2014), did not vary frequency as a mechanism to modulate lift production. Bumblebees and honeybees employ wingbeat frequencies that
are extraordinarily high for their body mass and wing size

(Greenewalt 1962), and honeybees in particular may be constrained by the mass and stiffness of their thoracic morphology, wings, and ﬂight muscle to operate near their resonant frequency. For example, when the wing area of mature
foragers is experimentally reduced, they have lower wing mass
and increase their wingbeat frequency (Vance 2009). Conversely, immature honeybee foragers and nurses are able to ﬂy
in normal air but, compared to mature foragers, fail at higher
gas densities when challenged to ﬂy in hypodense atmospheres due to their inability to maintain wingbeat frequency
(Vance et al. 2009). Their decreased ﬂight performance is
presumably due to the biochemical development of the ﬂight
muscle (Schippers et al. 2006) and reduced muscle force
(Marden et al. 2001) and stiffness. These results suggest that
honeybee ﬂight muscle has a narrow operating range of wingbeat frequency that is presumably tuned about the resonant
properties of the ﬂight motor. Furthermore, augmenting aerodynamic power output via an increase in both wingbeat frequency and stroke amplitude would require greater inertial
power than increasing stroke amplitude alone (Ellington
1984c). Thus, modulating stroke amplitude while employing
wing angles of attack that maintain high L∶D may provide
economy during the long-distance load carriage required for
foraging behavior to offset the metabolic expenditure of
otherwise maintaining such high operating frequencies.
Simple hovering ﬂight requires high mass-speciﬁc metabolic rates (Withers 1981; Coelho and Mitton 1988; Harrison
1986; Suarez et al. 1996, 2005; Roberts et al. 2004), yet hovering animals possess signiﬁcant aerodynamic reserves to
allow for load carriage, accommodating atmospheric pertur-

Figure 5. Lateral, dorsal, and top views (left, middle, and right
columns, respectively) of mean wing tip trajectories, composed from
wing stroke position and deviation from the mean stroke plane and
averaged across all wingbeats per bee during hovering in air (blue),
ascending in air (green), and hovering in heliox (red). Bees employ
relatively planar, horizontal downstrokes and U-shaped upstrokes.
Although there was a tendency for amplitude of deviation from the
stroke plane to decrease as wing stroke amplitude increased, this
trend was not signiﬁcant.
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Table 3: Results of two-way ANOVA for kinematic variables
Flight condition
V
amin
aavg
a_
Ut
Phase

Stroke

F

P

F

P

2.35
.35
.16
1.00
16.8
1.39

.111
.708
.856
.378
!.001a
.265

110.2
.07
19.4
10.1
.10
16.54

!.001
.796
!.001
.003
.757
!.001

Note. Two-way ANOVA for kinematic variables during hovering and
ascending in air and hovering in heliox (ﬂight condition; F2, 35) and during the
wing downstroke and upstroke (stroke; F1, 35). Signiﬁcant differences are
indicated by P value ! 0.05. Units are provided in table 1 and deﬁnitions of
symbols in table A1. There were no signiﬁcant ﬂight condition # stroke
interactions.
a
Tukey’s HSD: heliox 1 ascending 1 hovering.

bations and maneuvering. During hovering in heliox, honeybees increased stroke amplitude by 47% (ﬁgs. 3, 4), similar
to other bee species, including X. varipuncta (Roberts et al.
2004) and Euglossine spp. (Dudley 1995). The range of motion
of bees’ wing strokes is biased dorsally to the wing hinges, and
honeybees increased stroke amplitude through a disproportionate increase in dorsal excursion. The thorax and wing
hinge morphologies, which are generally similar across bee
species, appear to limit ventral wing excursion. As the mean
stroke position rotates further dorsally with increases in stroke
amplitude, the resulting aerodynamic center of pressure also
shifts dorsally. The ability to generate a moment about the
pitch axis should increase under these conditions, which
would be conducive to maintaining body angle with increased
foraging load.
Dorsal excursion in the wing stroke was ultimately limited
by wing contact at the dorsal stroke reversal, which was observed in several bees during hovering in heliox (ﬁg. 3). These
extreme dorsal stroke kinematics appear similar to those that
produce aerodynamic force via clap and ﬂing. In application,
the clap forces air out from between the area where the two
wings are in contact, and the ﬂing causes air to rush over the
leading edges as the wings peel apart, enhancing the development of vorticity early in the downstroke when wing tip
velocity is low (Ellington 1999; Lehmann et al. 2005). This
aerodynamic mechanism is utilized by a variety of insects,
ranging from small parasitic wasps (Miller and Peskin 2005)
to damselﬂies (Wakeling and Ellington 1997a, 1997b), and has
been successfully exploited at much larger scales in microaerial vehicle (MAV) development, such as the Mentor MAV
(Zdunich 2007). However, the degree to which a clap-andﬂing kinematic pattern increases lift is crucially dependent
on the precise kinematics of the wing (Lehmann et al. 2005;
Lehmann and Pick 2007), and its mere presence does not
necessarily indicate a substantial augmentation in force. Nonetheless, whether clap and ﬂing is employed as a lift-enhancing
mechanism, bees’ ability to vary stroke amplitude across such
a large range facilitates substantial aerodynamic reserves that
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allow bees to meet the demands of their various ﬂight behaviors.
Individual variation in the time course and magnitude of
geometric angle of attack has the potential to affect lift and
drag forces. Bees displayed minimum angles of attack, near
midstroke, that ranged from 21.77 to 33.87 and stroke-averaged
angles of attack that ranged from 41.17 to 50.57. To evaluate
how variation in geometric angle of attack impacted aerodynamic forces, we scaled the artiﬁcial kinematics over a
range of stroke-averaged angles of attack (407–657; ﬁg. 2A)
greater than that observed in these bees. Lift and drag coefﬁcients relative to wing geometric angle of attack were determined using a physical model of the bee wing during a
previous experiment (ﬁg. 2B; adapted from ﬁg. 4 of Altshuler
et al. 2005). The lift and drag coefﬁcients reveal two patterns
of particular relevance to the current theoretical model: (1) the
range of geometric angle of attack under consideration is inclusive of the region (49.57) with the maximum lift coefﬁcient
and (2) the lift coefﬁcient varies relatively little across a broad
range of geometric angle of attack (22.57–637), whereas drag
coefﬁcient varies considerably. As a result, aerodynamic lift
forces were generally insensitive to variation in the geometric
angle of attack tested in our model, especially when compared
to the marked effect of wing tip velocity (ﬁg. 6A). Conversely,
drag forces are highly sensitive to variation in geometric angle
of attack across wing tip velocity (ﬁg. 6). Therefore, increasing
stroke-averaged geometric angle of attack, up to approximately
557, would produce only modest gains in lift while generating
signiﬁcantly greater drag. Honeybees utilized stroke-averaged
angles of attack approximately 107 less than where maximum
lift was estimated in the theoretical model. This suggests that
bees do not change their pattern of geometric angle of attack
to maximize lift, at the expense of drag, when ascending in air
or hovering in heliox. Rather, bees employed a pattern of
geometric angle of attack that preserved L∶D while instead
modulating wing tip velocity to meet the aerodynamic demands of the three ﬂight conditions. The plateau in the coefﬁcient of lift proﬁle (ﬁg. 2B) is not unique to honeybees, but
it also seen in fruit ﬂies (Dickinson and Gotz 1993; Dickinson
1994), dragonﬂies (Kesel 2000), bumblebees (Dudley and Ellington 1990), hawkmoths (Usherwood and Ellington 2002),
and hummingbirds (Altshuler et al. 2004). Thus, hovering animals operating at or near maximum coefﬁcient of lift
might also beneﬁt from varying wing tip velocity to modulate
vertical force production and instead vary geometric angle of
attack during modes of ﬂight where modulating drag forces
are important, such as for producing thrust (Ristroph et al.
2011) or generating yaw-axis body moments (Ristroph et al.
2010; Vance et al. 2013). Engineered solutions for MAVs
have further leveraged the modulation of wing tip velocity to
reduce longitudinal and lateral ﬂight control to a single degree of freedom about each wing (Ma et al. 2013).
We did not observe any bees manipulating geometric angle
of attack in a manner that might explain the paradoxical
results of Feuerbacher et al. (2003), in which honeybees accommodated pollen loads that equaled 18% of body mass
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Figure 6. Stroke-averaged aerodynamic lift (A), drag (B), and liftto-drag ratio (C) resulting from variation in mean wing tip velocity
(Ut,avg) and stroke-averaged geometric angle of attack (aavg). For
individual bees, lift, drag, and lift-to-drag ratio during hovering (circles)
and ascending (triangles) in air and hovering in heliox (squares) are
plotted along the kinematic continuum of the aerodynamic model. Bees
employed lesser aavg than where maximum lift was estimated to occur
(aavg p 54.57–567), suggesting that bees’ kinematic patterns do not
maximize lift production but economize for lift-to-drag ratio.

while maintaining constant wing tip velocity. Although our
aerodynamic model suggests that modulating only geometric
angle of attack across the full 257 range evaluated could meet
the lift requirements to support the modest pollen loads
observed by Feurerbacher et al. (2003), bees in our study did
not exhibit this strategy. Although outside of the scope of our
aerodynamic model, variation in the phase of maximum wing
rotation velocity relative to the stroke reversals, if advanced
and sustained, could enhance force production via wing rotation (Sane 2003). However, it may also be possible that bees
employed subtle changes in stroke amplitude that could not
be calculated from images of blurred wing motion by Feurerbacher et al. (2003).
We limited our aerodynamic model to evaluate kinematic
variability under conditions that approximate air. The stroke
amplitudes observed during hovering in heliox are comparable to those observed during maximal load lifting in air in
other bee species (Dillon and Dudley 2004; Buchwald and
Dudley 2010). So, although our model does not estimate the
resulting aerodynamic forces for hovering in heliox, the heliox
kinematics could be reasonably expected under near-maximal
load-lifting conditions in air and provide a kinematic continuum over which to evaluate strategies bees use to augment
aerodynamic output. When heliox kinematics were modeled
using a gas density parameter equivalent to heliox, aerodynamic forces were approximately 81% of those estimated from
bees hovering in air. The source of this discrepancy, however,
is not known. Our aerodynamic model calculates only lift due
to wing translation and ignores other unsteady aerodynamic
mechanisms, such as wing rotation, wing wake, and wingwing interactions, though we would expect the relative contribution of these mechanisms to decrease, with respect to
translational lift, as wing stroke amplitude increases (Altshuler et al. 2005). It is also possible that bees hovering in heliox
were lighter than those hovering in air at the time of recording, as multiple bees were inside the ﬂight chamber during any given ﬂight condition and bees were free to consume
sucrose water or collect pollen ad lib. Likewise, complete
perfusion of the ﬂight chamber with the heliox gas may not
have occurred in some trials; for example, modeling the heliox
aerodynamics with a gas density that instead represents 80%
heliox (0.57 kg m23) produces aerodynamic forces similar to
hovering in air. Thus, any one of these factors, or a combination of all three, may have contributed to the discrepancy
in the lift estimated when using a density parameter equivalent to heliox.
Honeybees use high-frequency, low-amplitude wing strokes
during hovering in air, in contrast with insects that use lowfrequency, high-amplitude strokes such as Drosophila. Bees’
ecologically relevant behaviors require that they carry pollen
and nectar loads. Moreover, these aerodynamic challenges are
compounded for honeybee populations and species from
high-altitude habitats with low atmospheric densities (Underwood 1990; Hepburn et al. 1998). A substantial reserve capacity is necessary for successful ﬂight under such conditions,
yet despite complex wing kinematics, bees accommodate the
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aerodynamic challenges of ascending ﬂight and ﬂight in hypodense atmospheres by simply increasing stroke amplitude and
wing tip velocity while maintaining wingbeat frequency and
the time course of geometric angle of attack. Other animals
that meet the aerodynamic challenges of vertical ﬂight primarily by controlling wing tip velocity (Dudley 1995; Chai
et al. 1997; Lehmann and Dickinson 1997; Altshuler and Dudley 2003, 2004; Lehmann 2004; Altshuler et al. 2005; Vance
et al. 2009) would likewise beneﬁt from maintaining patterns
of geometric angle of attack, as any modest increase in lift
resulting from increased geometric angle of attack will be accompanied by a disproportionate increase in drag and reduction in efﬁciency. Bees reduce the control of aerodynamic
output to simply manipulating stroke amplitude, which suggests that studies utilizing single camera views and/or low
temporal resolution (Dudley 1995; Roberts et al. 2004; Vance
et al. 2009) are capturing the most aerodynamically relevant
features. However, further work is required to determine the
aerodynamic consequences of the more subtle kinematic patterns we observed, including the phasing of wing rotation
and clap and ﬂing, especially under variable Re conditions, as
well as mechanisms unresolved from the Feuerbacher et al.
(2003) study. Insects limit the degrees of freedom by which
they modulate aerodynamic performance, and manipulating
a single kinematic parameter, such as stroke amplitude, can
sufﬁciently and economically facilitate a broad range of vertical ﬂight performance. However, constraints at the interface
of aerodynamics and thermoregulation may ultimately require kinematic strategies that sacriﬁce aerodynamic efﬁciency
for the heat production necessary for muscle function.
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APPENDIX A
Analysis of Digitizing Error
To assess the error associated with digitizing videos of insect
ﬂight, we compared the true kinematics of a three-dimensional
(3D) digital model of a ﬂying honeybee to the kinematics
extracted using our digitizing methods. A 3D model of the
honeybee was created using Matlab (Mathworks, Natick, MA)
and Meshlab (open source; http://meshlab.sourceforge.net/),
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based on morphological measurements of the honeybee body
and wings. The 3D model was projected into two dimensions
for three simulated camera views (front, side, and top; ﬁg. 1)
using direct linear transformation (DLT) calibration parameters (DLT DataViewer; Hedrick 2008) obtained from a
three-camera ﬂight arena similar to that used in our study.
The right and left wing motions of the 3D model were contralaterally symmetric and were programmed using Euler angles extracted from a video sequence of honeybee hovering
ﬂight (ﬁg. B1, available online). The 3D model was prescribed
a small degree of forward motion to ensure that digitizing
body landmarks did not involve choosing static points but required the consistent digitizing of landmarks across the video
sequence.
Using the image sequences from the three simulated camera
views, we then performed calibration and digitizing according
to the methods we describe in this study, based on the methods of Altshuler et al. (2005) and Fry et al. (2003). Our calibration assumed only the orthogonal arrangement of the three
cameras and was naive to the actual DLT calibration parameters used to generate the three simulated camera views.
Thus, our analysis estimates the combined calibration and
digitizing error inherent with our methodology. The kinematic analysis of the ﬂight sequence utilized six landmarks
that were digitized using at least two camera views: head, tip of
abdomen, left and right wing hinges, and left and right wing
tips. To determine the angle of wing rotation (a), we superimposed a wire frame wing image over the model bee wing in all
camera views and rotated the wire frame about the long axis
(wing hinge to wing tip) until optimal overlap was achieved.
From these landmarks, we determined the following kinematic
variables during each frame of the recorded ﬂight sequence:
wing position angle (f) within the stroke plane, wing deviation
angle (v) from the stroke plane, and geometric angle of attack
(a). For each frame, digitizing error was calculated as the absolute difference between the digitized wing Euler angles and
the true kinematics for each frame (ﬁg. B1).
The mean digitizing error (mean 5 SD) for six wingbeat
cycles of the right and left wings was 2.87 5 2.07 for wing
position angle (f), 0.97 5 0.87 for wing deviation angle (v), and
2.57 5 1.77 for geometric angle of attack (a). These results are
similar to the sub-57 error in wing position and rotation angle
associated with automated and manual digitizing methods reported by Ristroph et al. (2009). Similar to Ristroph et al. (2009),
our analysis of digitizing error is limited to a 3D model of the
insect with rigid, planar wings; however, honeybees demonstrate spanwise and chordwise wing deformation during ﬂight
(ﬁg. 3). Mou et al. (2011) performed a comprehensive analysis
of error using the same digitizing methods in our study, but
they determined geometric angle of attack (a) by ﬁtting the
rigid-wing wire frame to a model wing image that incorporated
spanwise and chordwise deformation image. Their analysis of
error demonstrated wing position and deviation angle (f and v)
less than 37 and geometric angle of attack (a) less than 47 of the
true kinematics. Although we did not assess the potential error
that may result from ﬁtting a rigid-wing wire frame to a non-
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rigid wing, our digitizing errors are comparable to those values
reported by Ristroph et al. (2009) and Mou et al. (2011) when
using similar digitizing methodologies (Fry et al. 2003).
Table A1: List of symbols
Symbol
AR
n
L
D
L∶D
Phase
Ut
Ut,down
Ut,up
Vvert
aaero
a
aavg
amin
a_
a_ ventral
a_ dorsal
b
br
v
V
f
fventral
fdorsal
F
x
q

Deﬁnition
Advance ratio
Wingbeat frequency
Aerodynamic lift
Aerodynamic drag
Lift-to-drag ratio
Phase shift of maximum wing rotation velocity
relative to the stroke reversal
Wing tip velocity
Maximum wing tip velocity during the downstroke
Maximum wing tip velocity during the upstroke
Vertical velocity
Aerodynamic angle of attack
Geometric angle of attack
Stroke-averaged geometric angle of attack
Minimum geometric angle of attack (occurs near
midstroke)
Wing rotation velocity
Maximum wing rotation velocity at the ventral
stroke reversal
Maximum wing rotation velocity at the dorsal
stroke reversal
Stroke plane angle
Stroke plane angle relative to the body
Wing deviation angle from the stroke plane
Amplitude of deviation from the stroke plane
Wing position angle within the stroke plane
Maximum wing angle ventral to the wing hinge
Maximum wing angle dorsal to the wing hinge
Wing stroke amplitude
Body angle
Wing angular velocity
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